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Misprint Correction

Page 88

In Table 1.4

Escape Ctrl-B

Escape Ctrl-F

Escape B

Escape F

Page 124

In text

latin1_de (German)

In code listing

latin1_de

latin1

latin1

Page 125

In code listing

latin1_de

latin1

Page 126

Three references to Czech (one in
text, two in code listings)

cp850

Page 149

Two references to latin1_de (one
in text, one in code listing)

latin1

Page 187

Aliases are case sensitive. You can
specify an alias in any lettercase
(upper, lower, or mixed), but you
must refer to it elsewhere in the
query using the same case.

Aliases are not case sensitive,
except for table aliases. You can
specify an alias in any lettercase
(upper, lower, or mixed), but you
must refer to a table alias using
the same lettercase consistently
throughout the query.

Page 189

latin1_de

greek

Page 303

http://www.mysql.com/portal/
development/html/

http://www.mysql.com/portal/
software/api/



Page 496

In PHP's Linguistic Influences

/*C-style comment between
slash-star to star-slash*/

/*C-style comment from slash-star
to star-slash*/

Page 767

After performing this procedure,
the selected tables will be
available through Access.

After performing this procedure, the
selected tables will be available
through Access. Note that the
MySQL tables must already
exist; this procedure does not
create them.

Page 795

Under Cast Operators

Two references to latin1_de

cp1256

Page 804

ACOS (x)

ASIN (x)

ACOS (x)

ASIN (x)

Page 805

LOG (b, x)

LOG (b,x)

Page 806

MOD (m,n )

MOD (m,n)

Page 813

LOCATE (substr, str, pos)

LOCATE (substr, str, pos)

Page 835

ENCRYPT (str, salt )

ENCRYPT (str, salt)

Page 858

options can include one or more of
the options in the following list. If
multiple options are present, they
should not be separated by
commas. Each specifier applies to
all table types unless otherwise
noted.

options can include one or more of
the options in the following list. If
multiple options are present, they
should not be separated by
commas. Each specifier applies to all
table types unless otherwise noted.
As of MySQL 4.1, the = sign
following the option name is
optional.

Page 864

DESCRIBE with a table name
produces the same kind of output

DESCRIBE with a table name
produces the same kind of output as
SHOW COLUMNS. See the SHOW



produces the same kind of output
as SHOW COLUMNS. See the
SHOW entry for more information.
With this syntax, a trailing column
name restricts output to
information for the given column.
A trailing string is interpreted as a
pattern, as for the LIKE operator,
and restricts output to those
columns having names that match
the pattern.

entry for more information. With
this syntax, a trailing column name
or string is interpreted as a
pattern, as for the LIKE
operator, and restricts output to
those columns having names
that match the pattern.

Page 885

In the code listing in SELECT

[HAVING where expr]

[HAVING where expr]

Page 918

SHOW GLOBAL VARIABLES [LIKE
pattern'];

SHOW SESSION VARIABLES [LIKE
pattern'];

SHOW GLOBAL VARIABLES [LIKE
'pattern'];

SHOW SESSION VARIABLES [LIKE
'pattern'];

Page 933

The maximum number of bytes
allowed for temporary tables. Prior
to MySQL 3.23, if a table exceeds
this size, mysqld returns an error
to the client. From 3.23 on, if a
table exceeds this size, the server
converts that table to a MyISAM
table on disk. If you have memory
to spare, higher values of this
variable allow the server to
maintain larger temporary tables.

The maximum number of bytes
allowed for temporary tables. Prior
to MySQL 3.23, if a table exceeds
this size, mysqld returns an error to
the client. From 3.23 on, if a table
exceeds this size, the server
converts that table to a MyISAM
table on disk and increments the
Created_tmp_disk_tables status
variable.. If you have memory to
spare, higher values of this variable
allow the server to maintain larger
temporary tables.

Page 935

Under UPDATE

UPDATE [LOW_PRIORITY]
[IGNORE] tbl_name , tbl_name

   SET col_name=expr [,
col_name=expr] ...

   [WHERE where_expr] [ORDER
BY ...] [LIMIT n]

UPDATE [LOW_PRIORITY] [IGNORE]
tbl_name , tbl_name

   SET col_name=expr [,
col_name=expr] ...

   [WHERE where_expr] [ORDER BY
...] [LIMIT n]

UPDATE [LOW_PRIORITY] [IGNORE]
tbl name tbl name



UPDATE [LOW_PRIORITY]
[IGNORE] tbl_name , tbl_name
...

   SET col_name=expr [,
col_name=expr] ...

   [WHERE where_expr] [ORDER
BY ...] [LIMIT n]

tbl_name , tbl_name ...

   SET col_name=expr [,
col_name=expr] ...

   [WHERE where_expr]

Page 937

Two code references to latin1_de

pelatin2

Page 966

Under key sequence

Up arrow, Ctrl-P

Down arrow, Ctrl-N

Left arrow, Ctrl-B

Right arrow, Ctrl-F

Escape Ctrl-B

Escape Ctrl-F

Up arrow or Ctrl-P

Down arrow or Ctrl-N

Left arrow or Ctrl-B

Right arrow or Ctrl-F

Escape B

Escape F

Page 1016

In code listings

% mysqlhotcopy [options]
db_name

% mysqlhotcopy [options]
db_name/tmp

% mysqlhotcopy [options]
db_name

% mysqlhotcopy [options]
db_name/tmp

Page 1049

Under MYSQL_FIELD *

mysql_fetch_fields
(MYSQL_RES res_set);

mysql_fetch_fields (MYSQL_RES
*res_set);

Page 1065

Returns a result set listing column
names in the given table or NULL
if an error occurred. The list
contains all column names
matching the SQL pattern

Returns a result set that contains
metadata about the columns in
the given table, or NULL if an
error occurred. The resultant set
includes information for all
column names matching the SQL
pattern indicated by ild (which



indicated by wild (which can
contain the '%' and '_' wildcard
patters characters) or all columns
if wild is NULL. You are
responsible for calling mysql_free
() to free the result set.

The list produced by
mysql_list_fields() can be
obtained by executing a SHOW
COLUMNS statement with
mysql_query() and then
processing the result set.

pattern indicated by wild (which
can contain the '%' and '_' wildcard
patters characters) or all columns if
wild is NULL. You are responsible
for calling mysql_free () to free
the result set.

The information produced by
mysql_list_fields() can be
obtained by executing a SELECT
* FROM t WHERE 0 query (where t
is the table name) and then
accessing the result set
metadata.
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